Fossil Fuels Assessment
Episode 4
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Thanks for downloading the Fossil Fuels
assessment sheet. This is meant to
accompany the corresponding Fossil Fuels
video (Episode 4) on
youtube.com/homeschoolscienceclub. Here,
you will find other videos to enrich your
homeschool science curriculum, teaching,
and learning.**
Please check out my website at
homeschoolscienceclub.com for more ideas
of teaching and learning science!!

**Consider subscribing to our
youtube channel for the most upto-date videos!

Name ______________________

Date _______________________

Fossil Fuels
1. Fossil fuels are used for all of the following except:
(circle the correct answer)
A. Creating fuel for cars.
B. Creating energy to heat and cool our homes.
C. Assisting in the creating of wind energy.
D. Assisting in the creation of plastics and medical products.
2.

True or False: Fossil fuels are an example of clean energy and are considered
safe for our environment. _____________________

3.

True or False: Decreasing our dependence on fossil fuels is necessary to help
protect the Earth. _____________________

4.

Fossil fuels are formed when organic matter like plankton decompose for over
hundreds of millions of years. Where does this occur?
(circle the correct answer)
A. Outer Space
B. Large underground caves
C. Underneath the Earth’s surface

5.

In the space below, draw a form of renewable energy you would like to see in
your hometown.
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Name ______________________
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Fossil Fuels Answer Key
1. Fossil fuels are used for all of the following except:
(circle the correct answer)
A. Creating fuel for cars.
B. Creating energy to heat and cool our homes.
C. Assisting in the creating of wind energy.
D. Assisting in the creation of plastics and medical products.
2.

True or False: Fossil fuels are an example of clean energy and are considered
safe for our environment. _____False________________

3.

True or False: Decreasing our dependence on fossil fuels is necessary to help
protect the Earth. _____True________________

4.

Fossil fuels are formed when organic matter like plankton decompose for over
hundreds of millions of years. Where does this occur?
(circle the correct answer)
A. Outer Space
B. Large underground caves
C. Underneath the Earth’s surface

5.

In the space below, draw a form of renewable energy you would like to see in
your hometown.
Possible examples:
Electric cars
Solar panels on roofs
Wind turbines in open fields
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Terms of Use – Fossil Fuels
Thank you for your purchase! By purchasing this resource, you are
agreeing that the contents are the property of John T. Stanton at
Homeschool Science Club and licensed to you only for classroom
and/or personal use as a single user. I retain the copyright and
reserve all rights to this product.
YOU MAY
❖ Use free and purchased items for
your own classroom students or
your own personal use.
❖ Reference this product in blog
posts, at seminars, professional
development, workshops, or other
such venues, ONLY if both credit
is given to myself as the author,
and a link back to my TpT store
is included in the presentation.
❖ Distribute copies of the free
items only to other teachers
PROVIDED there is credit given
to OurDailyMath and a link back
to my TPT store.

❖

❖
❖

❖

❖

YOU MAY NOT
Claim this work as your own,
alter the files in any way, or
remove copyright indication or
watermarks.
Sell the files or combine them
into another unit for sale or for
free.
Post this document for sale or
for free elsewhere on the
internet (this includes Google Doc
links on blogs).
Make copies of purchased items
to share with others. This is
strictly forbidden and is a
violation of the Terms of Use and
copyright law.
Use this product if provided by
another person who violates any
of the above.

Thank you for abiding by universally accepted codes of professional
ethics while using this product. If you encounter an issue with your file,
notice an error, or are in any way experiencing a problem, please
contact me and I will be more than happy to help sort it out.
You can message me at homeschoolscienceclub.com
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Thank You!!
I hope you and your learner enjoys this activity!
Come visit homeschoolscienceclub.com for more ideas on
teaching and learning science at home.
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